
Drug Screening Experiment Types 

 

ELISA 

Plate has high and low controls (averages), dose-response titration (IC50), and replicated samples (averages of % 

inhibition). 

Fit the result into the standard curve for a first estimate IC50 and then back calculate the concentration of an expressed 

protein by using a standard reference curve on each plate.  

Look for the well that has a result that falls on the linear portion of the standard curve.  

 

Ratio 

Each plate is read twice, first reading the growth of a specific protein, and second measuring the survival of various 

cells (or agonist vs. antagonist receptors).  

% inhibitions are calculated for each of these readings, and then the ratio.  

Sort on any of the three results.  

Note: This is a case of multiple data points per well.  

 

Dose response with straight line regression 

Calculate, fit, and display the IC50 curve, with constant high and low inflection points. 

 

Dose response with four-parameter curve fitting 

Calculate, fit, and display the IC50 curve, with constant high and low inflection points. 

 

Titration 

From each daughter plate, make three to four assay plates at different concentrations.  

Calculate an activity value for each well. 

Calculate activity changes as a function of concentration. 

 

Titration and dose response across plates 

A single 96-well plate is filled with 48 samples in duplicate. 

Copy the plate across eight other plates at different concentrations  Use the results from the nine plates to calculate a 

dose response curve and IC50. 

 

Controls on data plates 

Controls are high, low, reference, and dose-response curve. 

All controls may be only on one or more reference plates, interspersed throughout the runset. Calculate a curve for the 

standards on the reference plates, by plate sequence or time. Alternatively, only use the controls on the nearest 

reference plate. 

Controls may be on selected wells of all data plates. Calculate a curve for the standards on the same plate. 

 

Whole plant experiment 

Grow different plant species at time intervals, with qualitative and quantitative results. 

At the end of the experiment, report changes over time.  

Use coded values, such as "severe yellowing of stem" or "intense chlorosis of stem". Wells can have more than one 

code.  

 



Colorimetric assay 

Automated readers record a code. 

However, inhibition makes well white, but experiment failure makes well "milky white", so scientists must check wells 

before entering final data.  

 

Kinetics 

Read each well multiple times over time, and plot the timed values or  derived calculated value. 

 

Ki values 

Use a ligand of known activity value and concentration in a dose-response experiment. Calculate IC50, ligand activity, 

and ligand concentration. 

 

Pooling with replicates 

Pooled plates have replicated mixtures. 

 

Non-plate based experiments 

 Row of tubes 

 Lawn format 

 


